1. AMBUD-1 TOLD PASGAOAY 30 MAY HE THINKING ABOUT POSSIBILITY MAKING TOUR FOLL COUNTRIES ABOUT 4 THROUGH 15 JUNE: PANAMA, COSTA RICA, SALVADOR, GUATEMALA, HONDURAS AND NICARAGUA. AMBUD-1 SUGGESTS HE MIGHT TAKE LUIS BOTIFOLL AND POSSIBLY NESTOR CARDOSELL JR. WITH HIM. FUNDS BE TAKEN FROM AMBUD-1 ADMIN BUDGET AND MONEY DESTINED FOR INSPECTION AMBUD DELEGATIONS.

2. REASONS FOR TRIP ARE FOLL: DUE RECENT NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY GIVEN MAROLO RAY, FEELS THIS OPPORTUNE TIME UNDERTAKE PROP IN BEHALF AMBUD; PLANS ARRANGE VISIT PRESIDENTS THESE COUNTRIES INCLUDING EX-VEHICLE AS PER LATTER'S PREVIOUS INVITATION; AND FEELS THIS OPPORTUNE TIME BE AWAY FROM WAVE AREA SINCE AFTER CONVERSATION WITH GEN. LANDSBAKER MAY FEEL NOTHING CAN MATERIALIZE RE PBRUMENS IN ODIBEX SERVICES OR SCHOOLS UNTIL AT LEAST MID JUNE.

3. ESTIMATE TOTAL EXPENSES PLUS SCHEDULE WILL BE FOR ASAP. SUGGEST THIS TRIP BE AUTHORIZED SINCE FEEL THIS COULD GIVE AMBUD NEEDED SHT IN ARM.
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